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Abstract
The primary objective of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of a continuing professional development (CPD) intervention in producing changes in physical education (PE) teaching practice and PE teaching quality by generalist primary school teachers when the CPD addressed the use of a game-centered approach. A cluster-randomized controlled trial was conducted in seven primary schools in the Hunter Region, New South Wales (NSW), Australia. One year six teacher from each school was randomized into the Professional Learning for Understanding Games Education (PLUNGE) intervention (n = 4 teachers) or the 7-week wait-list control (n = 3) condition. The PLUNGE intervention (weeks 1 – 5) used an instructional framework to improve teachers’ knowledge, understanding and delivery of a game-centered curriculum, and included an information session and weekly in-class mentoring. The intervention was designed to enhance content and pedagogical knowledge for the provision of pedagogy focused on a broad range of learning outcomes. Teaching quality was assessed at baseline and follow-up (weeks 6 & 7) via observation of two consecutive PE lessons using the Quality Teaching Lesson Observation Scales (NSWDET, 2006). Linear mixed models revealed significant group-by-time intervention effects (p<0.05) for the quality of teaching (effect size: d=1.7). CPD using an information session and mentoring, and a focus on the development of the quality of teaching using a game-centered pedagogical approach was efficacious in improving the quality of PE teaching among generalist primary school teachers.
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**Introduction**

Continuing professional development (CPD) has been identified as an area of need for generalist primary teachers to improve physical education (PE) outcomes for children (Sloan, 2010; Morgan and Hansen, 2007). Generalist primary teachers have shown to hold only ‘moderate’ levels of confidence in their PE teaching abilities (Morgan and Bourke, 2008), and combined with a lack of expertise, many describe PE programs as being inadequate for achieving outcomes (Morgan and Hansen, 2008), with the majority identifying the need for more PE professional development (Morgan and Hansen, 2007).

PE outcomes continue to evolve through updated curriculum (ACARA, 2015), and primary school teachers are becoming increasingly accountable for developing their PE programs to target current public health issues (USDHHS, 2012; McKenzie and Lounsbery, 2013). In-class physical activity (PA) levels (Lonsdale et al., 2013) and fundamental movement skill (FMS) development (Lubans et al., 2010) are targeted for promotion in PE due to the declining levels of PA and FMS amongst young people (Hardy, 2010; Hallal et al., 2012). When combined with issues of a crowded curriculum and assessment requirements (APP, 2014), generalist primary school teachers with low levels of teaching efficacy and a lack of content and pedagogical knowledge in PE (Petrie, 2010; Sinelnikov et al., 2015; Ward, 2013; Dyson, 2014), are unlikely to
develop the confidence or competence to implement quality PE programs. Evidently, generalist primary school teachers are in need of assistance through CPD.

There is a growing body of qualitative evaluation of CPD programs within primary PE (Petrie, 2010; Harris et al., 2010; Coulter and Woods, 2012), and these investigations have generally been undertaken from a theories of change perspective (e.g. how and why a CPD intervention is effective) (Weiss, 1995). Whilst evaluation of this type provides valuable information validating what is considered effective within PE-based CPD, the outcomes reported are typically changes in teacher perceptions rather than observed or measured teaching behaviour and, to date, there is limited evidence linking specific CPD directly to changes in teaching practice (Guskey and Yoon, 2009).

Previous research of the effects of CPD interventions on teaching behavior in primary PE (McKenzie et al., 1998; Sallis et al., 1997; McKenzie et al., 2004; van Beurden et al., 2003) utilized a situated learning perspective (Lave and Wenger, 1991). These studies involved teachers as both learners and teachers (Darling-Hammond and McLaughlin, 1995), incorporated CPD within the school day (Garet et al., 2001), involved experts in the field (Armour and Yelling, 2007), and were integrated into practice (Garet et al., 2001; Armour and Yelling, 2007). These studies display efficacy in producing changes in measured teaching behavior, but it must be noted that the perspective with which PE is viewed, and the outcomes considered important will
determine the notion of what is effective CPD (Armour et al., 2015). The aforementioned investigations valued PE as an avenue for PA related outcomes. As a result, a reduction in managerial time and an increase in fitness and skill drill activities were rated as the valued teaching behaviors. The point here is that framing PE CPD from a public health perspective by solely targeting PA outcomes only serves to narrow the notion of effective CPD.

Whilst these PA related teaching outcomes are important in PE, and the previous CPD interventions displayed efficacy in changing teaching behaviours, PA related outcomes only form part of the espoused outcomes within many curriculum documents. For example, the PE outcomes within the Australian PE curriculum emphasise: i) moving our body, ii) understanding movement, and iii) learning through movement (ACARA, 2015), with students expected to be able to: i) demonstrate fair play and skills to work collaboratively, ii) perform specialised movement skills and sequences and combine movement concepts and strategies to achieve movement outcomes and solve movement challenges. We argue that teaching behaviours focused purely on reduction in managerial time, and an increase in fitness based activities and skill drills are unlikely to achieve broader curriculum outcomes, and what is valued during effective PE CPD should be considered more broadly than has been evident previously.

A game centered approach (GCA) situates learning within game play (Kirk and MacPhail, 2002), asking learners to actively interact with the individual, environmental,
and task constraints placed upon them (Chow et al., 2007). Responding to the constraints within game play requires the learner to process information (perception) and provide movement responses (action), forming a perception-action coupling (Gibson, 1979). This process contextualizes learning of skills within the games they will be played in, with skills learnt more likely to be transferrable to actual game performance situations (Chow and Atencio, 2012).

This approach stems from methods such as Teaching Games for Understanding (Bunker and Thorpe, 1982), Game Sense (den Duyn, 1997) and the Tactical-decision learning model (Gréhaigne et al., 2005). Each of these models, whilst nuanced, is based on the premise that game understanding and decision making is not dependent on the prior development of sport specific movement techniques (Stolz and Pill, 2014). Student understanding emerges ‘in and through’ learning processes, rather than in a linear manner (Biesta, 2010: 6), and each individual can/may react differently to the learning process, thus this pedagogical approach is said to be non-linear (Atencio et al., 2014).

Use of a GCA has recently displayed a positive effect on a student’s ability to play invasion games through improvements in support play and decision making (Miller et al., 2016). Additionally, a GCA has demonstrated a simultaneous effect on in-class PA and FMS development (Miller et al., 2016; Miller et al., 2015), with these effects equivalent to interventions focused solely on PA related teaching behaviors (McKenzie et al., 1998; Sallis et al., 1997; McKenzie et al., 2004; van Beurden et al., 2003).
A GCA has the potential to address multiple curriculum and health promotion goals via a simultaneous focus on: i) socio-cultural aspects through promotion of a mastery climate within dynamic and interactive activities (Meece, 1991; Ames, 1992); ii) physical skill outcomes through promotion of FMS within activities (Lubans et al., 2010); iii) game performance outcomes through development of fundamental game skills (Smith, 2014) and common sports-related tactics (Memmert and Harvey, 2010); and iv) in-class PA recommendations through promotion of high levels of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity within active game play (Lonsdale et al., 2013; Fairclough and Stratton, 2006).

Whilst the results of using a GCA methodology are clearly positive, difficulties arise in the complexity of obtaining multiple outcomes simultaneously. Teaching using a GCA requires content knowledge from multiple knowledge bases (e.g. socio-cultural aspects, motor-skill development, rules, tactics, motivation, the students), and pedagogical knowledge (e.g. organizational strategies, types of activities, feedback techniques), and generalist primary teachers who receive a limited amount of PE specific teacher education training are likely to lack the knowledge required to successfully undertake this method of teaching.

To date, there are few studies investigating the impact of CPD on teaching behavior when the teaching behavior is focused on: i) achieving a range of outcomes that are relevant to the specified curriculum, and ii) achieving public health related
recommendations in PE classes. As research consistently reports that the quality of teaching a student receives is positively related to their academic achievement (Rowe, 2003; Rockoff, 2004; Amosa et al., 2007; Hattie, 2008; Darling-Hammond, 2000) the aim of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of a CPD intervention in producing changes in PE teaching practice and teaching quality when the CPD addressed the use of a GCA.

The Professional Learning for Understanding Games Education (PLUNGE) CPD intervention was based on a transformative model of CPD (Kennedy, 2005), in which the combination of an information session and situated in-class mentoring (Lave and Wenger, 1991) was used to bring about change in teacher practice. An instructional framework was utilized within the intervention to assist in learning about, and delivery of, the game-centered curriculum designed by the research team. This framework served to operationalize researched constructs of teaching associated with high intellectual quality (Newmann, 1991; Newmann et al., 1996), a quality learning environment (Marks et al., 1996), and the promotion of self-determined motivation through personally significant learning (Ryan and Deci, 2000).

PLUNGE was evaluated using a clustered randomized control trial (RCT) with a 7-week wait-list control group (5-week CPD & 2-week follow-up assessment). It was hypothesized that teachers in the intervention group would display the ability to deliver GCA lessons, and compared to those in the control group, would display a higher
quality of teaching as measured by the Quality Teaching Lesson Observation Scales (NSWDET, 2006).

Methods

Study design

The PLUNGE intervention was evaluated using a clustered randomized controlled trial in seven schools. The PLUNGE study conformed to the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials guidelines (Moher et al., 2010) and was registered with Australia and New Zealand Clinical Trials registry (ACTRN12613000605796). Ethical approval was obtained from the University of Newcastle ethics committee. Written informed consent was provided by the schools and teachers involved prior to baseline assessment via return of a consent document sent to the school. The study was conducted from September to December, 2013 (7 week intervention followed by a 7 week period for the control group).

Recruitment and participants

Ten primary schools selected randomly from Newcastle Maitland Catholic Diocese Schools, NSW Australia, were invited to participate in the study through an information and consent package (return consent form to indicate school participation). One teacher of a year five or six class (10 – 12 years of age) from each consenting school was
invited to participate in the study. To maintain generalizability of results to the majority of generalist primary school teachers, a teacher was excluded from the study if they: i) held an external sports coaching qualification, or ii) held a tertiary PE teaching qualification.

**Randomization and blinding**

Schools were stratified into low (<970), medium (>970 and <1000) and high (>1000) socio-economic groups using the Australian Bureau of Statistic’s Socio-Economic Indexes for Areas. Schools matched within these strata (minimum two schools per strata) were randomly assigned after baseline assessment to the intervention condition or a usual practice (wait-list control) condition by an independent third party using a coin toss.

Teachers in the control condition schools were asked to teach from the Games and Sports strand of the New South Wales (K-6) Personal Development Health and Physical Education syllabus (Board of Studies New South Wales, 2007) from baseline to follow-up assessment (weeks 6 & 7) to match the syllabus content of the intervention curriculum. The wait-list control group received no information or intervention before attending the follow-up assessments, undertaking the intervention after follow-up assessment.
Professional development intervention

The 5-week PLUNGE intervention focused on improving teachers’ understanding and delivery of a game-centered curriculum, and the enhancement of their PE teaching skills. The PLUNGE program was based on the transformative model of CPD (Kennedy, 2005), in which a combination of CPD strategies are used to bring about change in teacher practice. All CPD components were delivered by the first author (AM), who had over a decade of coaching experience across a variety of invasion and net/wall activities, with experience from recreation through elite level and junior through senior cohorts. Further, the first author also had research experience in a GCA, and had instructed the programming and delivery of GCA methods within teacher education programs. The PLUNGE CPD involved two major components:

Teacher information session

This session was based on the training model of professional learning, in which content was delivered to teachers in a passive manner, with controlled, standardized content delivery (Kennedy, 2005). Despite its decontextualized nature, this form of CPD has been acknowledged as an effective method of presenting new information (Hoban, 2002). Content delivered in this one day (6 hour) theory-based session is outlined in Table 1.
**Teacher mentoring**

Teachers received consultation regarding the presentation of the game-centered curriculum, and in-class scaffolding and feedback regarding curriculum delivery for the first five weeks of the intervention period (Table 1).

Mentoring served to ensure teachers understood the format and purpose of the designed lessons, and for teachers to observe, implement and trouble shoot the theoretical content with a member of the research team within the authentic context of their class. The mentor had greater involvement in the first two lessons, taking the role of the teacher to demonstrate the setup, management and teaching components for two of four activities in the first lesson to provide a model of practice for the classroom teacher. The mentor progressively withdrew instructional assistance of the class from this point (but maintained feedback to the teacher), providing limited feedback to the class in weeks three and four (one of five activities), and only providing instructional/teaching suggestions and feedback to the teacher in the final two lessons. The mentoring model (Kennedy, 2005; Rhodes and Beneicke, 2003) is underpinned by situated learning theory (Lave and Wenger, 1991) and moves to contextualize the theoretical content presented to teachers.

(Table 1 roughly here please)
**Curriculum**

Lesson content for the 7-week study period (5-week CPD & 2-week follow-up assessment) was designed by the research team. In line with design recommendations for non-linear pedagogy (Tan et al., 2011), the complexity of game-based activities increased progressively across the intervention period to ensure the tactical complexity of activities was not above the ability levels of participants. Initial activities were focused on target activities in pairs, with movement into small and large group invasion game structures throughout the intervention. Table 2 outlines the focus and overviews the content of the designed curriculum.

(Table 2 roughly here please)

**Instructional framework to support game-centered pedagogy**

To assist the teachers facilitate the game-centered curriculum, an instructional framework was established. This framework was a mixture of classroom management techniques designed to reduce non-outcome related class time and pedagogical techniques and content knowledge for promotion of student learning within game-centered activities. The instructional framework consisted of:

*Organize* – Arrangement of students into the teams, pairs or groups that were required for the activity. This process remained teacher-centered in order to minimize the time impact on the class, but as teachers gained efficacy in management of the class, this
could be less teacher-centered to serve the same time-saving purpose and include greater amounts of student control over the class environment.

*Move* – Movement of students to the spaces that they were about to perform the designated activity in. This process was an attempt to improve retention of instructions by reducing time between instruction and activity. The goal was to obtain higher student exposure to activity in which learning could be situated.

*Give* – Teachers “give” a description of the game process (overall concept with 2-3 key rules) with a simultaneous demonstration by the teacher. The purpose of this process was to give students an oral and visual working model of the activity to be undertaken. The goal was to get the activity moving as quickly as possible, with as many students as possible understanding what they were undertaking. Teachers were asked to keep this phase as short as possible, and not to give specific technique points or strategic information in this phase (unless it was required by a rule of the game).

*Try* – Students were given the opportunity to experience the activity with minimal rules in place.

*Evaluate* – Whilst students undertake the activity, the teachers observe and evaluate the activity against four themes:

i) Game – is the activity providing learners with enough opportunity to undertake
the physical and/or game skills required by the activity?

ii) Physical skills – how are learners using their own level of skill within the construct of the activity to solve the physical problem/s presented?

iii) Game skills – how are learners performing tactically within the construct of the activity and the rules given?

iv) Socio-cultural skills – how are learners interacting with each other in line with the class negotiated definition of successful team-work and involvement in class activities?

Stop – Information gathered from the observations of play was then used to pause the class quickly to either:

i. Modify – inclusion of more rules/constraints for the purposes of improving the emphasis on the desired outcomes, provide a smoother running activity, making the activity more equitable for learners, or to present a challenge differently.

ii. Learn – address performance of physical skills, game skills or socio-cultural skills within the activity. When learning was the goal of the stoppage, teachers were asked to provide separate stoppages dedicated to promotion of physical skill and game skill performance at some point during the activity.
This was undertaken via the use of:

- Questioning to establish cognition about an area of the game that could work better, and how to perform the activity more competently for the area of focus (e.g. what is happening in the activity? What can we do to stop that or play more effectively?).

- Recognition of quality performance (and why it was a quality performance) in one of the focus areas within an activity. A recount of what happened within the game is given during this recognition.

iii. Connect – connection of activity or lesson outcomes (skill, tactic or behavior) to previous experiences the student may have had. These experiences may be from within the program (e.g. reference back to tactics that are similar across games used in the intervention), or from outside of the school environment (e.g. “who’s seen a baseball pitcher throw?” to promote rotation during throwing, “do netball players on the T.V crowd around the ball?” to promote space, “pro athletes go and give support to their team-mate if something goes wrong for them, don’t they?” to promote socio-cultural outcomes).
Transition – Establish a transition routine for students and equipment (e.g. expectations for what to do at the end of a game and how equipment is collected). This process was designed to limit time spent on management between activities.

**Outcome measures**

To obtain a measure of teaching quality, teaching practice was observed for two lessons prior to randomization (baseline) and again for two lessons at the end of the intervention period (follow-up - weeks 6 and 7) using the Quality Teaching Lesson Observation Scales (NSWDET, 2006). These scales assess teaching behavior in three research based constructs of teaching referred to as dimensions (Table 3). The dimensions assess teaching behavior relating to: i) intellectual quality (Newmann, 1991; Newmann et al., 1996); ii) quality learning environment (Marks et al., 1996); and iii) significance of learning (Ryan and Deci, 2000). Each dimension is made up of six elements assessing the overall dimension, with each element assessed using a rating scale from one to five based on a descriptive statement for each scale value (Figure 1). The sum of the elements within each dimension provided a variable for analysis (dimension range 6 – 30).

(Table 1 roughly here please)

(Figure 1 roughly here please)
The Quality Teaching Lesson Observation Scales were chosen as they are currently used as a classroom observation instrument in the school region involved in the study (NSW). The characteristics of this assessment instrument that enable an overall perspective of teaching quality include: i) a focus on the behavior of both the teacher and the learner (Rink, 2013); ii) coding measures that focus on pedagogy, the student, and content (Ward, 2013); and iii) an overall generic focus rather than a set of subject specific teaching behaviors (e.g. provision of active learning time or physical activity behavior) (Dyson, 2014).

With regard to lesson observations, assessors were blinded to treatment conditions at follow-up assessments with the exception of the first author (AM), who performed the intervention fidelity assessment during observations. Two research staff observed and coded all of the assessment lessons. Assessor training included rating of teacher performance using video previously rated by a panel of experts (>95% agreement rate required). Each assessor coded the lesson separately, with a single code determined for each element. If assessors did not agree on the coding of an element, the code was negotiated to agreement, or the lower of the two codes was used if agreement could not be sought. Inter-rater reliability of the individual scores of the assessors was high (ICC = 0.90, 95% CI 0.86, 0.92).
**Instruction classification and intervention fidelity**

Inadequate description of intervention procedures (van Sluijs et al., 2008) and intervention fidelity (Harvey and Jarrett, 2013) have been identified as issues in quality reporting of intervention effects. Evaluation of the method of instruction utilized (game-based or skill-based) was performed during the lesson observations (described above) using lesson observation scales (Turner and Martinek, 1992). Each lesson was judged against three skill-based statements and four game-based statements to obtain the percentage of agreement for each of these sets of statements (e.g. lesson agreement with one of four game based statements and two of three skill statements = 25% game agreement and 66% skills agreement, indicating a greater skills based lesson focus). These agreement values were used to indicate: i) if the method of instruction undertaken at each time period was in line with a skill based or game-centered approach, and ii) if the fidelity of the instruction undertaken by the intervention group teachers was in line with the true nature of the intervention.

**Analysis**

Statistical analyses were completed using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 21.0 (2012 SPSS Inc., IBM Company Armonk, NY) and alpha levels were set at p < 0.05. All variables were checked for normality and satisfied the criteria. Independent samples t-tests were used to compare differences between intervention and control
groups at baseline. Linear mixed models were fitted to compare intervention and control groups for continuous variables. The fixed effects in the model were group (intervention and control), time (baseline and follow-up), group/time interaction and a repetition variable to determine if there was a difference in the lesson delivery between first and second trials during a time point. Differences of means and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were determined using the linear mixed models. Analyses included all randomized participants. Cohen (1988)'s $d$ was used to determine effect sizes (Post-test difference between intervention and control scores / Pooled pre-test standard deviation of intervention and control group scores).

**Results**

Seven out of ten invited schools consented to participation. Stratification clustered two schools in the low, two schools in the medium, and three schools into the high socio-economic strata, with four schools randomized into the intervention and three schools into the control group. Teaching experience was wide ranging among the participating teachers (Range: 3 – 24 years; Mean: 10.7 ± 7.2 years). There were two male and five female teachers, none of whom had completed any specific professional learning related to PE throughout their teaching careers, with all completing no more than two PE-based subjects at undergraduate training level. A male teacher was randomized to each condition, and there was no significant difference in teaching experience between
control and intervention teachers (Table 4).

(Table 4 roughly here please)

**Instruction classification and intervention fidelity**

Baseline coding of lesson observation scales displayed similar code agreement among intervention and control groups (Control: 13% game / 83% skills; Intervention: 13% game / 63% skill), indicating that the observed lessons were predominantly skills based. At follow-up, control group instruction remained in preference of a skills approach (21% game / 72% skills), whereas the intervention group had shifted to greater agreement with game-centered instruction (75% game / 0% skills), in line with the intention of the intervention.

**Teaching quality**

At baseline, the quality of teaching between control and intervention groups did not differ significantly across any of the dimensions of the Quality Teaching Lesson Observation Scales (NSWDET, 2006). Significant beneficial treatment effects were found from baseline to follow-up for total Quality Teaching (7 weeks: MD=15.3, 95% CI: 7.93 – 22.74, p<0.001, d=1.7), with the dimensions of Intellectual Quality (7 weeks: MD=6.5, 95% CI: 4.00 – 9.08, p<0.001, d=1.8), Quality Learning Environment (7 weeks: MD=4.5, 95% CI: 1.72 – 7.28, p<0.001, d=1.7) and Significance (7 weeks:
MD=4.3, 95% CI: 1.33 – 7.25, p=0.004, d=1.6) all displaying significant group-by-time interaction for the intervention group (Table 5).

(Table 5 roughly here please)

**Discussion**

The aim of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of a CPD intervention in producing changes in the PE teaching practice and teaching quality of generalist primary school teachers when the CPD addressed the use of a GCA. The intervention involved a CPD program delivered using an information session and in-class mentoring whilst utilizing an instructional framework to assist in the learning about and delivery of game-centered curriculum. The PLUNGE intervention resulted in the teachers demonstrating they could deliver game-based lessons, and produced a significant beneficial treatment effect on the quality of PE lessons measured using the Quality Teaching Lesson Observation Scales (NSWDET, 2006).

These findings demonstrate that well designed CPD can achieve changes in teaching practice. Importantly, the teaching practice demonstrated after the CPD intervention promoted a broad range of student outcomes through the complexity of GCA learning experiences, and teaching practice was significantly higher in quality. Ultimately, achievement of student outcomes is the desired aim, and lasting changes in teaching behavior are said to be preceded by evidence of student change (Guskey, 2002;
Klingner, 2004). Students exposed to the teaching delivered during the PLUNGE CPD demonstrated significant improvements in game play outcomes (Miller et al., 2016) whilst simultaneously improving in-class PA and FMS (Miller et al., 2016; Miller et al., 2015). Whilst it is not possible to demonstrate that the change in teaching quality mediated the changes in student outcomes, the evidence demonstrates that teachers in the intervention group presented higher quality teaching, and students in that group experienced significantly better outcomes.

The PLUNGE intervention (Miller et al., 2016; Miller et al., 2015) displayed equivalent effects on student outcomes as interventions focused solely on PA related teaching behaviors (McKenzie et al., 1998; Sallis et al., 1997; McKenzie et al., 2004; van Beurden et al., 2003). As such, this study forms a rationale for CPD that is focused on an understanding of the complexity of teaching that promotes high quality pedagogy, rather than a focus on teaching for a narrow range of outcomes. This CPD requires a focus on the teacher and the learner (Rink, 2013), promotes learning surrounding pedagogy, the student, and content (Ward, 2013), and can embrace multiple outcomes simultaneously (curricular and health promotion). To contribute to the discussion of improved teaching quality and CPD to support this within PE, the PLUNGE intervention is discussed below in relation to research in these fields.
**Quality teaching**

Researched constructs of teaching quality were operationalized within the planning and delivery of the PLUNGE CPD intervention. The goal was to improve overall quality rather than attempting to obtain higher levels for each element in the Quality Teaching Lesson Observation Scales (NSWDET, 2006). As elements often interact, not all elements can be improved/maximized simultaneously within an intervention/lesson (e.g. “student direction” is lacking in our intervention, but the increase in on-task time enabling greater opportunity for students to develop/display “deep understanding” was considered more important to the outcomes of this intervention). The research underpinning each dimension of Quality Teaching Lesson Observation Scales (NSWDET, 2006) is outlined below (related element in brackets). Intervention components that contributed to higher coding levels are described below for each dimension. Only the elements considered most relevant to producing the measured effects are discussed:

*Intellectual quality*

Instruction considered higher in intellectual quality (Newmann, 1991; Newmann et al., 1996) is associated with higher student achievement (Avery, 1999; Lee et al., 1997). Instruction that focuses on key concepts (deep knowledge), requires students to manipulate and synthesize information (higher-order thinking), addresses the social
construction of knowledge from multiple perspectives (problematic knowledge), and requires students to display deep understanding through substantive responses (substantive communication) is considered to be high in intellectual quality (Newmann, 1991; Newmann et al., 1996).

In an effort to enhance intellectual quality within the PLUNGE intervention, deep knowledge was promoted through a curriculum designed to present continuous focus on the key physical (throw, catch and kick) and tactical (decision making and support play) skill outcomes. An increase in complexity within lessons, and across the intervention period was also in line with planning recommendations for non-linear pedagogy (Tan et al., 2011). Higher-order thinking was promoted through game-centered activities that presented students with challenges requiring them to combine physical and tactical skills in order to respond to the individual, environmental, and task constraints placed upon them (Chow et al., 2007). These activities required students to synthesize and manipulate information to solve problems.

Problematic knowledge was promoted through exploration of how a quality game/activity is defined in the pre-intervention workshop, with the intent of having students recognize that concepts of winning, performance, participation, fairness and enjoyment in PE are socially constructed, and that they as a group can construct their own version of quality in their PE program (with a focus on a class friendly version). Additionally, exploration of multiple ways of achieving a performance outcome
(physical or game skill) via use of questioning and feedback during the “stop – learn”
segment of the delivery routine were included to present knowledge as problematic.

Substantive communication was promoted through questioning surrounding
concepts and student understanding during the “stop – learn” segment of the
instructional framework. The combination of substantive communication with the
elements of intellectual quality previously described produced the significant
improvement observed within the intellectual quality dimension of Quality Teaching
Lesson Observation Scales (NSWDET, 2006).

*Quality learning environment*

Creating a high quality learning environment in which students feel socially supported
is important in engaging students (Marks et al., 1996). According to Newmann (1992),
engaged students make a “psychological investment in learning. They try hard to learn
what school offers.” (pp. 2–3). Providing students with visible pedagogy with clear
criteria of what constitutes quality (explicit quality criteria) (Bernstein, 1997), building
social support (social support) (Marks et al., 1996), challenging students at their own
level (high expectations) (Brophy, 1998; Good and Brophy, 2003), and giving students
some control over their learning (student direction) (Beane, 1993; Bernstein, 1990) are
all recommended in the creation of a high quality learning environment.
In an effort to enhance the quality of the learning environment within the PLUNGE intervention, explicit quality criteria were addressed via: i) the development and referencing back to the class version of a quality game/activity, and ii) during the “stop – learn” section of the delivery routine when teachers gave feedback referring to a quality performance by a team or individuals in regard to physical, game or socio-cultural aspects of involvement in the activity.

Social support was promoted through: i) the construction of the class definition of quality games/activities; ii) the referencing back to this definition during activities to focus on process outcomes (Ames, 1992; Meece, 1991); iii) the inclusion of socio-cultural skills in the “evaluate” and “stop – learn” delivery routine (e.g. the teacher stopping and highlighting a student encouraging the team-mate who had made a mistake in the activity as a positive behavior); and iv) promoting positive peer recognition of effort, particularly in situations involving failure (Clifford et al., 1988).

High expectations were promoted through curriculum that utilizes a perception/action coupling (Gibson, 1979) and a range of constraints (Chow et al., 2007) to offer challenge. Additionally, to provide diversity of challenge among varied abilities (Nicholls, 1989; Marshall and Weinstein, 1984), modification of constraints was undertaken via the “evaluate” and “stop – modify” sections of the instructional framework (e.g. addition of rules to form more complex games, changing defense and
attack ratios to provide challenge, or limiting advanced players to helping team-mates score rather than scoring themselves).

Student direction was promoted through individual response to challenges within activities, and student involvement in decision making regarding the rules of activities if they were to be modified. Despite still being student-centered, this is considered a low level of student direction, and was accepted as a limitation of the intervention in favor of the teacher maintaining outcome based activity. Once patterns of instruction and behavioral expectations have been established, this is an element that could be incorporated to a greater extent, and has great potential to further improve the significant positive changes observed in the quality learning environment dimension (NSWDET, 2006).

**Significance**

If knowledge is seen as relevant to the personal experience of a student, they are more likely to display more positive self-determined motivation towards the learning activities (Ryan and Deci, 2000). Within the learning process, connecting new knowledge to what is already known (background knowledge) (Bruner, 1977; Ashman and Conway, 1997), promoting democratic classrooms which are inclusive and respectful of difference (inclusivity), and using stories to bring content to life (narrative) (Egan, 1989) are recommended in making learning more significant for students.
In an effort to enhance significance within the PLUNGE intervention, background knowledge was promoted via the inclusion of the “learn – connect” section of the instructional framework. This was included to provide links between the lesson outcomes and exposure students may have had (not all students watch/experience sports competitions) to high level sporting competition (live or on television). Inclusivity was promoted through: i) the construction of the class definition of quality games/activities, ii) referencing back to this definition during activities within the “stop – learn” section of the instructional framework, and iii) modification of activities in the “stop – modify” section of the delivery routine to reduce over-competitive behaviors and promote an environment that valued participation by all students. Finally, narrative was promoted through: i) recounting game occurrences, or any personal experiences the teacher may have within the “stop – learn” section of the instructional framework, and ii) connection to external images (competitive sports) within the “stop – connect” section of the instructional framework.

Whilst incorporating knowledge of non-dominant groups (cultural knowledge) (Delpit, 1995), and connecting content to contexts outside of school (connectedness) (Newmann, 1993) are recommended in the creation of greater significance for students, these constructs were not specifically operationalized within the PLUNGE intervention planning and delivery. It was accepted that teachers would be respectful of the cultural differences within their class groups (cultural knowledge), and that students may be
inclined to participate in lunch-time and after-school activity though a better understanding of complex activities undertaken in a supportive environment (connectedness). However, these constructs may be incorporated to a greater extent once teachers develop greater understanding and autonomy in use of a GCA, and have great potential to further improve the significant positive changes observed in the significance dimension (NSWDET, 2006).

**Professional development**

The CPD methods utilized in the PLUNGE intervention (information session and mentoring) were not novel, but the focus on improving teaching quality through the use of curriculum, content and pedagogical knowledge, and the use of an instructional framework to scaffold this process were novel aspects not yet undertaken in quantitative research in primary PE.

In line with recommendations for effective CPD, the PLUNGE intervention: i) involved teachers as both learners and teachers (Darling-Hammond and McLaughlin, 1995) through the information session and mentoring process within their own PE lessons; ii) was needs-supportive (Aelterman et al., 2013) by assisting teachers at an individual level when implementing curriculum; iii) took place within the school day (Garet et al., 2001) during teachers’ regular timetabled PE; iv) was collaborative with experts in the field (Armour and Yelling, 2007) through the utilization of the research
team during the information session and mentoring; and v) was integrated into practice (Garet et al., 2001; Armour and Yelling, 2007) during the teachers’ regular PE lessons.

As these principles are more about the mechanics of the CPD process, the complexity of the process is better addressed from the perspective presented by Armour et al. (2015). The four recommendations presented by Armour et al for consideration within CPD are addressed below in relation to the CPD process undertaken within this investigation:

*CPD should recognize the dazzling complexity of the learning process*

The curriculum delivered by the teachers was designed to present multiple outcomes simultaneously (physical skills, game skills, socio-cultural skills and in-class PA), rather than highlighting one area of focus (e.g. motor skill development or PA outcomes), and was underpinned by researched principles of teaching quality. To assist teachers in the complexity of addressing multiple outcomes within their lessons the CPD program included delivery and development of content and pedagogical knowledge through the information session and in-class mentoring.

The purpose of the in-class mentoring was to contextualize the theoretical content presented to teachers in a situated learning environment (Lave and Wenger, 1991). To assist with an understanding of the complexity of using a game-centered curriculum, and development of multiple outcomes simultaneously, in-class mentoring
was scaffolded using an instructional framework. The framework enabled the scaffolding of large amounts of theoretical knowledge into an accessible format for the teachers involved.

Whilst the structure of the instructional framework appears prescriptive for the delivery of the game-based curriculum, the nature of the framework actually provided a platform for exploration of new knowledge as it asked teachers to evaluate activities with multiple teaching outcomes in mind. As each class responded differently to the activities due to the constraints present within the class (e.g. social environment, mix of skill levels, physical development of students), this process enabled the complex nature of a PE class to be viewed by the intervention teachers, rather than a singular focus towards skill improvement being valued within PE classes, which was demonstrated by the pre-intervention lesson instructional classification.

**CPD should understand context and contemporary challenges**

Mentoring of teachers after the information session was designed to contextualize the content and create a situated learning environment (Lave and Wenger, 1991). The individual context of each class could be addressed within delivery of the curriculum through this process.

With regard to addressing contemporary challenges, the promotion of school PE as a vehicle for PA promotion (Cox et al., 2010; Pate et al., 2006; Timperio et al., 2004;
van Sluijs et al., 2007) puts pressure on teachers not confident teaching PE (Morgan and Hansen, 2008) to produce active lessons that still fulfill curriculum outcomes. This study and the CPD process addressed this issue, enabling teachers to undertake game-based lessons with high PA levels, whilst simultaneously working towards motor skill and game-play outcomes (Miller et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2016). These effects on PA levels and development of FMS were equivalent to those produced by previous interventions (McKenzie et al., 1998; Sallis et al., 1997; McKenzie et al., 2004; van Beurden et al., 2003), whilst still addressing socio-cultural and game based outcomes within the expected curriculum (Board of Studies New South Wales, 2007).

CPD should search to bridge research/theory – practice in innovative ways

The curriculum delivered by teachers during the PLUNGE intervention was based on the principles of non-linear pedagogy (Chow et al., 2007) in which learning was based in the learners’ interaction with the individual, environmental, and task constraints placed upon them (Chow et al., 2007). Delivery required engagement of teachers with pedagogy, their students, and content - an important trio in addressing teacher effectiveness (Ward, 2013). This process was grounded through the research surrounding teaching quality, which was operationalized within intervention planning and delivery.
This research grounding was presented to teachers during the information session component of the CPD, and applied within the class environment with the research team member during the in-class mentoring. The innovative practice within this intervention was the use of the instructional framework to scaffold the connection of the underpinning research within the in-class mentoring, and is considered a strength of the design of this investigation. Whilst this process aided in the translation of research into the intervention delivery, and aided in producing changes in teacher practice that in turn had a positive effect on multiple student outcomes (Miller et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2016), it is accepted that this process does not fully elucidate to the teacher the complete suite of research that underpins the intervention. It is suggested that this strategy form an initial progression within a longer CPD process that further connects this research to teaching and learning outcomes.

**CPD should focus on career-long growth of PE teachers**

The PLUNGE CPD intervention saw the teachers involved producing games-based lessons focused on the development of multiple student outcomes simultaneously. The teaching practice of the intervention teachers was of significantly greater quality than their pre-intervention lessons, and their learning process was situated within their own teaching practice with their students. Just as the inclusion of explicit quality criteria (Bernstein, 1997) helped the students to identify what a quality performance was within
activities, the intervention teachers now have a working model of what a higher quality PE class looks like, and are aware of the outcomes that can be achieved through teaching in this way. It is accepted, however, that this intervention was not focused on the career-long development of these teachers within the PE domain, but was a very intensive starting point that could be developed upon through future research and/or CPD activities.

**Strengths and limitations**

The PLUNGE intervention represents a novel method of exposing teachers to CPD for the development of both teaching quality and student outcomes, and forms important evidence linking CPD to changes in teaching behavior. The strengths of this study are:

i) evaluation of the intervention was performed via a cluster randomized controlled trial,

ii) current best practice principles were applied to the CPD intervention, and

iii) pedagogical and content knowledge were operationalized within the intervention through the use of an instructional framework.

Despite the novelty of this study, there are some limitations that should be noted. First, this was an efficacy trial to test the effectiveness of this particular intervention against usual practice, and not a theory of change (Weiss, 1995) study, and as such, we cannot determine the components of the intervention that may have brought about change. Future investigations using multiple study arms (different CPD methods
utilizing the same curriculum) are suggested to explore the efficacy of different models of CPD. Second, the intervention period was relatively short and the sample size relatively small compared to previous interventions of this nature. Third, there was no longer term follow-up of teaching behavior, so the possible effects on longer term and sustained high quality teaching practice is unknown. Fourth, the sample of teachers involved in this investigation accepted an invitation to participate, and as such the CPD occurred in a context of collaborative endeavor (Kennedy, 2005). Thus, generalization of results across the broader primary teaching community is ill advised. Finally, a quantitative process evaluation was not undertaken. Interview data was obtained regarding teacher interaction with the professional learning program and views on the feasibility of the CPD approach, but it is beyond the scope of this manuscript to provide analysis of these data.

**Conclusion**

Ward (2013: 437) states that “you get what you teach”, highlighting that quality matters in learning and that two groups of students can obtain the same measured outcomes, but what they learn about those outcomes can be very different. In this study, CPD involving an information session and mentoring, and a focus on the development of the quality of teaching using a game-centered pedagogical approach demonstrated effectiveness in improving the quality of PE teaching among generalist primary school
teachers. The PLUNGE intervention enabled teachers to deliver game-centered lessons and had a positive effect on the intellectual quality of lessons, the quality of the learning environment, and the significance of the learning experience. Importantly, as student outcomes are the ultimate aim, students undertaking the intervention significantly improved motor and game play skills whilst performing greater levels of in-class physical activity compared to those in a control group (Miller et al., 2015; Miller et al., 2016). It is suggested that the longer term sustainability of the positive efficacy observed should be tested with future investigations of a larger scale for longer periods in which the CPD intervention undertaken here forms the first phase in a longer process of development designed at producing longer-term change in the PE teaching practice of primary school teachers.
1.1 Deep knowledge

**Description**

Knowledge is deep when it concerns the central ideas or concepts of a topic, subject, or KLA and when the knowledge is judged to be crucial to the topic, subject, or KLA. Deep knowledge is evident when either the teacher or the students provide information, reasoning, or arguments that address the centrality or complexity of a key concept or idea, or when relatively complex relations are established to other central concepts.

Knowledge is shallow or superficial when it does not concern significant concepts or key ideas of a topic, subject, or KLA, or when concepts or ideas are fragmented and disconnected from a central focus. Knowledge is also shallow when important ideas are treated superficially by the teacher or students, or when there is no clear focus on an important idea or concept. This superficiality can arise from trying to cover large quantities of fragmented information that results in the content covered remaining unconnected to central ideas or concepts.

**Notes**

1. The essential difference between deep knowledge and deep understanding is that deep knowledge is about how content is presented in a lesson, while deep understanding is about the learning students demonstrate. It is possible for deep knowledge to be presented (by the teacher, students, or guest speakers), but for students to not demonstrate only superficial understanding, or vice versa.

2. In curriculum debates, a strong distinction is often made between depth and breadth of knowledge, which at times pits one against the other. It is important to recognize that substantial syllabus content coverage (some breadth) is necessary in order to achieve depth of knowledge. Consequently, depth cannot be achieved simply by focusing on “less” content.

3. The main issue related to deep knowledge is one of quality. Deep knowledge requires relevant syllabus content to be organised and taught in such a way that a small number of ideas or concepts are clearly established as the focus of the lesson. Depth is present if the content of a lesson is structured such that the central focus brings coherence and purpose to the lesson.

**Coding scale**

To what extent is the knowledge being addressed focused on a small number of key concepts and the relationships between and among concepts?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deep knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Almost all of the content knowledge of the lesson is shallow because it does not deal with significant concepts or ideas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Some key concepts and ideas are mentioned or covered by the teacher or students, but only at a superficial level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Knowledge is treated unevenly during instruction. A significant idea may be addressed as part of the lesson, but in general the focus on key concepts and ideas is not sustained throughout the lesson.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Most of the content knowledge of the lesson is deep. Sustained focus on central concepts or ideas is occasionally interrupted by superficial or unrelated ideas or concepts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Knowledge is deep because focus is sustained on key ideas or concepts throughout the lesson.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Suggestions**

- Identify and review students’ prior knowledge as a starting place for addressing deep knowledge.
- Identify significant concepts in syllabuses by reviewing objectives, outcomes, content (e.g., learn about and learn to statements), and stage statements. Reflect on how the syllabus content can explicitly illustrate the concepts.
- Identify the key concepts and relationships to be addressed by asking the questions: What do I want the students to learn? And why does that learning matter?
- Check that you have identified the key concept or relationship by asking the question: How well does the concept or relationship draw the content together?
- Map outcomes and content during unit planning so that each lesson focuses on illustrating significant concepts while addressing manageable amounts of content.
- Connect key concepts being addressed from lesson to lesson.
- Use learning tools in both planning and teaching to connect, identify, and clarify knowledge, e.g., concept maps which explain relationships within a complex issue or topic.
- Select specialised resources carefully to build deep knowledge. These could include field experts, the local community and services, the Internet, multimedia, and out-of-school visits.
- Provide unit or module overviews for students so that they can see how the concepts fit into the overall picture.

**Figure 1. Quality Teaching Lesson Observation Scales - element coding example**
Table 1. *PLUNGE intervention components (Australia from September to December 2013)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information session content</th>
<th>In-class mentoring content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instructional (in-class theory)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Structural:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Connection of a Game Centered Approach to the existing NSW Personal Development Health and Physical Education syllabus (Board of Studies New South Wales, 2007)</td>
<td>- Establishing expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Active Learning Time (ALT)</td>
<td>- Efficient game setup and instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Use of instruction routine with developed curriculum</td>
<td>- Classroom management during stoppages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Development of motor skills, cognition of game play and socio-cultural (team-work, co-operation, etc.) outcomes within game play</td>
<td><strong>Promotion of learning:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The use of questioning to assist student cognition</td>
<td>- Developing effective game environments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- The use of feedback to assist student cognition/understanding of quality performance</td>
<td>- Game appreciation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Identification and use of Teachable Moments in PE classes</td>
<td>- Use of questioning to identify learning focus (motor skill, game cognition or socio-cultural)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Development of a learning environment to foster mastery motivation</td>
<td>- Use of feedback for recognition of quality performance within activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theoretical:</strong></td>
<td>- Promoting cognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Physical activity research findings</td>
<td>- Throw, catch and kick skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Theoretical grounding: achievement goal theory (Nicholls, 1989)</td>
<td>- Establish equity based constraints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Game Centered Approach research overview</td>
<td>- Recognizing teachable moments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Game Centered Approach comparison to a direct instruction methodology</td>
<td><strong>Class environment:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Mastery motivation within PE classes:</td>
<td>- Negotiation with students regarding acceptable behaviors during group activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Diversity of challenge (Nicholls, 1989; Marshall and Weinstein, 1984)</td>
<td>- Negotiation with students regarding the definition of quality behavior during group activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Individual development of process related aspects of learning tasks (Ames, 1992; Meece, 1991)</td>
<td>- Positive support of classmates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Coordination of curriculum and instructional motivational goals (Marshall, 1988; Ames, 1992)</td>
<td>- Contribution by all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Individual development of process related aspects of learning tasks (Ames, 1992; Meece, 1991)</td>
<td>- Fun and fair games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Coordination of curriculum and instructional motivational goals (Marshall, 1988; Ames, 1992)</td>
<td>- Diminishing over-competitive behavior/reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Motivational:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Promotion of class focus of the game process, not the result (Meece, 1991; Ames, 1992)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Promote personal improvement of process outcomes within activities (Meece, 1991; Ames, 1992)</td>
<td><strong>Promotion of class focus of the game process, not the result (Meece, 1991; Ames, 1992)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Promote personal improvement of process outcomes within activities (Meece, 1991; Ames, 1992)</td>
<td><strong>Promotion of class focus of the game process, not the result (Meece, 1991; Ames, 1992)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Help students establish a class version of a quality game performance (Nolen and Haladyna, 1990)</td>
<td><strong>Help students establish a class version of a quality game performance (Nolen and Haladyna, 1990)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Promote positive peer recognition of effort, particularly in situations involving failure (Clifford et al., 1988)</td>
<td><strong>Help students establish a class version of a quality game performance (Nolen and Haladyna, 1990)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Provide private recognition of effort and improvement (Garner, 1990)</td>
<td><strong>Help students establish a class version of a quality game performance (Nolen and Haladyna, 1990)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. **PLUNGE curriculum overview (Australia from September to December 2013)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Curriculum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-intervention session</strong></td>
<td>Mentor and teacher facilitate a short (10-15 minute) session in which the class develops a class based version of what makes up a successful game/activity. This definition is then referred to as the definition of a quality activity throughout the intervention period. Aim: To move the class away from the typical version of success within activities (winning, scoring), to a more socially constructed version of quality activities, where success is defined as: i) students of all ability levels being involved in activities, ii) failure is recognized as necessary in the development of abilities, iii) personal improvement is a successful outcome regardless of the level of performance, and iv) the way we treat each other in a class is a greater measure of success than the score.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week 1: Throw, catch, kick</th>
<th>Aim: Develop current throw, catch and kick skills and begin game appreciation process and development of constructive classroom environment Emphasis: Target games rather than invasion games to develop physical skills in a game like environment, without the pressure of invasion games Tactical complexity: Low (target games) Style of activities: Partner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Week 2: Moving targets</td>
<td>Aim: Develop current throw, catch and kick skills whilst tracking moving players (movement of ball to moving players / off ball support) Emphasis: Target games rather than invasion games to develop skills in a game like environment, without the pressure of invasion games Tactical complexity: Increases to target games with increasing amounts of interaction between players / no defense Style of activities: Partner and small group activities (groups of 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 3: Attacking a target</td>
<td>Aim: Use of propulsion skills to attack a target without the pressure of defenders attacking the ball Emphasis: Use of physical and game skills to out do the defender of the target Tactical complexity: Increases to small group target games with defense of the target Style of activities: Small group activities (groups of 3 - 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 4: Finding space - 1</td>
<td>Aim: Develop the ability to support attacking play with off ball movement Emphasis: Movement into space to create options for the player who has the ball Tactical complexity: Increases to possession games where defenders are trying to obtain the ball, but the attack to defense ratio is high (3 attackers to 1 defender) Style of activities: Small group activities (groups of 3 - 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 5: Finding space - 2</td>
<td>Aim: Develop the ability to support attacking play with off ball movement Emphasis: Movement into space to create options for the player who has the ball Tactical complexity: Increases to possession games where attack to defense ratio is equal (3 attackers to 3 defenders) and modified invasion games (5 attackers to 3 defenders) Style of activities: Medium group activities (groups of 6 - 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 6: Attacking play (Throw and catch)</td>
<td>Aim: Develop the combination of on and off ball skills when creating attacking raids using throw and catch skills (invasion) Emphasis: Execution of throwing skills and recycling support Tactical complexity: Increases to modified invasion games where attack to defense ratio is equal (3 attackers to 3 defenders) Style of activities: Medium group activities (groups of 6 - 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 7: Attacking play (Kick)</td>
<td>Aim: Develop the combination of on and off ball skills when creating attacking raids using kicking skills Emphasis: Execution of kicking skills and recycling support Tactical complexity: Decreases to possession and modified invasion games with high attack/defense ratio (5 attackers to 2 defenders) Note. Complexity decreases due to the emphasis on kick skills. Style of activities: Medium group activities (groups of 6 - 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>Intellectual quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements</td>
<td>Deep knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deep understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Problematic knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Higher-order thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metalanguage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Substantive communication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. PLUNGE Baseline characteristics of teachers randomized to the intervention and control groups (Australia from September to December 2013)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Control (n = 3)</th>
<th>PLUNGE intervention (n = 4)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Obs^a = 6)</td>
<td>(Obs^a = 8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching experience (years)</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>9.75</td>
<td>10.39</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Teaching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual Quality^b</td>
<td>14.67</td>
<td>14.38</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Learning Environment^b</td>
<td>16.50</td>
<td>16.13</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance^b</td>
<td>10.83</td>
<td>11.63</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Teaching Total^c</td>
<td>42.00</td>
<td>42.13</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.965</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes.
^a Obs = observations
^b Values range 6 – 30.
^c Values range 18 – 90.
Table 5. PLUNGE Intervention effects (Australia from September to December 2013)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Treatment group</th>
<th>Mean change from baseline (95% CI)</th>
<th>Adjusted mean difference between groups (95% CI)</th>
<th>Group *</th>
<th>Effect size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control (n = 3)</td>
<td>PLUNGE intervention (n = 4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Time P</td>
<td>(Cohen’s d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Obs a = 12)</td>
<td>(Obs a = 16)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Teaching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual Quality</td>
<td>-0.17 (-1.77 – 2.11)</td>
<td>6.37 (4.70 – 8.05)</td>
<td>6.54 (4.00 – 9.08)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001*</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Learning Environment</td>
<td>0.00 (-1.19 – 1.19)</td>
<td>4.50 (3.47 – 5.53)</td>
<td>4.50 (1.72 – 7.28)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001*</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance</td>
<td>-0.17 (-2.20 – 1.87)</td>
<td>4.12 (2.36 – 5.89)</td>
<td>4.29 (1.33 – 7.25)</td>
<td>0.004*</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Teaching Total</td>
<td>-0.33 (-4.38 – 3.72)</td>
<td>15.00 (11.49 – 18.51)</td>
<td>15.33 (7.93 – 22.74)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001*</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes.
* Significance at p < 0.05.

a Obs = observations
b Between group difference of change score (intervention minus control).
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